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Abstract: Technology makes things easier, smarter and efficient and the most 

challenging one in the communication media. Communication is one of the integral parts 
of science that has always been a focus point for exchanging information among parties 
at locations physically apart. The technology must enable data-transfer i.e. the packet 
that will make (Mobile or Internet Network) internet access both attractive and useful. In 
order to make the transmission effective and attractive, many technologies which still 
focuses on the term of effectiveness? In this paper, packet data transmission to the 
destination uses the approach of segment and the cumulative encryption technology, 
which prevents all the link factors towards the loss and retransmission of data. As of 
wireless packet data networks will provide flexible access to a vast array of data 
applications by many users, each requiring a share of the network resources. Thus, In 
this paper we bring foreword a major issue in wireless packet data networks is the 
development of medium access control (MAC) protocols that make efficient use of 
available network and mobile resources. Controlling the transmission power level is one 
approach that provides improvements in both these areas. The capacity of the network is 
improved by optimizing spatial packing of source-destination pairs, known as spectral 
reuse, which leads to the further high end data EDGE technology modification and 
revelation. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The increased demand in the wireless technology has 
helped to simplify networking by enabling multiple 
computer users to simultaneously share resources in a 
home or business without additional or intrusive wiring. 
With the increasing demand a user of a wlan will have high 
demands on the system and will not accept too much 
degradation in performance to achieve mobility and 
flexibility. A wireless lan is based on a cellular architecture 
where the system is subdivided into cells, where each cell 
is controlled by a base station. For a non-power-controlled 
MAC to best use the network resources in a single shared 
data channel scenario, it must provide a mechanism for  
 
 
 
 

avoiding collisions among mobile nodes competing for the 
channel. A power-controlled MAC adds to the complexity 
of this mechanism by also requiring that nodes send with 
only enough power to reach their intended destination. 
Hence, the complexity increase as of number of hubs 
increases. 
 

  

Fig. 1.1 Showing the Node S 1 sends data to node D via 
cooperating nodes R1 and R2, while node S 2 sends data 
out of the network via node R3 and the gateway G 
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In the above fig. 1.1 the source node transmits a packet to 
a neighboring node with which it can communicate directly. 
The neighboring node in turn transmits the packet to one of 
its neighbors, and so on until the packet is transmitted to 
its ultimate destination. Each link that a packet is sent over 
is referred to as a hop; the set of links that a packet travels 
over from the source to the destination is called a route or 
path. Routes are discovered by running a distributed 
routing protocol on the network.  

2. Related Work 

The approach of this report is to address two issues 
reliability and the efficiency of the data in wireless 
environment and how the data security is managed in 
cellular systems. After thorough research, collecting 
information about various techniques from the evolutionary 
cellular systems, we need to take the effectiveness in 
every aspect to the high end reliability. In the methodology 
of hub network the fundamental change that we make in 
the existing approach is the following: unlike current 
protocols that use the reception of control packets as an 
on-off trigger for transmission/deferral by hidden and 
exposed stations, our approach is to use the signal 
strength of a received control message to bound the 
transmission power of these stations. Finally, a transport 
protocol study depicts the deficiencies of current transport 
techniques‟ abilities to regulate traffic in wireless ad hoc 
networks. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Behavior of spectrum roaming among access 
points with non-overlapping frequencies allows for virtually 
unlimited coverage range. 

In the fig. 2.1; a basic wireless infrastructure with a single 
access point is called a Basic Service Set (BSS). When 
more than one access point is connected to a network to 
form a single sub-network, it is called an Extended Service 
Set (ESS). A wireless LAN NIC may decide to “re-
associate” itself with another access point within range 
because the load on its current access point is too high for 
optimal performance. These capabilities can have a 
positive impact on overall network performance. Hence of 
the increasing the performance in terms of non-centric 
collision, which keeps rise to loss of strength lead to 
decrease in reliability. Depending on environmental 
specifics, automatic downshifting by the access point or 
client allows compatibility adjustment to prevailing radio 
frequency conditions. At any one moment, an 802.11b 
network can be running at 11 Mbps, 5.5 Mbps, 2 Mbps, or 
1 Mbps 22 Mbps wireless networking products. And 
depending on where each wireless device is in a home or 
office, each of those devices can be transmitting at any 
one of these speeds.  

3.  Methods 

As of the technology and demand increasing, it leads to 
last during the beginning of the commercialization of the 
Internet, organizations and individuals connected without 
concern for the security of their system or network. 
Overtime, they realized that some form of security was 
required to prevent others from exploiting the connected 
resources. Deployment of Wireless LAN as a medium of 
communication to connect mobile devices with the wired 
infrastructure has paved a new path in the networking 
technology. 

Organizations are rapidly deploying 802.11 standard based 
wireless infrastructures. For most WLAN users, there are 
three basic issues: 

a) Data Compromise is any form of disclosure to 
unintended parties of information. Data compromise can 
be inappropriate access to payroll records by company. 
employees, or industrial espionage whereby marketing 
plans are disclosed to a competitor 

b) Denial of Service is an operation designed to block or 
disrupt normal activities of a network or facility. This can 
take the form of false requests for login to a server, 
whereby the server is too distracted to accommodate 
proper login requests. 
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c) Unauthorized access is any means by which an 
unauthorized party is allowed access to network resources 
or facilities. Unauthorized access can lead to compromise, 
for example, if access is gained to a server with 
unencrypted information, or destruction in the case that 
critical files, although encrypted on the server, may be 
destroyed. 

In this paper, we considered the step by step approach to 
correspond to the situation shown in Figure 3.1, where 
some source node „i‟ is sending to a destination node „j‟ 
and a potential interfering transmitter l wishes to transmit. 
The steps also reference the pseudo code algorithm that 
represent the idle, transmitting, and receiving phases 
respectively in order to achieve the best way of 
transmission. 

Conventional collision avoidance methods had an “on/off 
model,” wherein a node can either transmit or receive. In 
this paper, we implement in the two main component 
phase A request-power-to-send (RPTS)/acceptable-power-
to-send (APTS) handshake between the data sender and 
receiver, which is used to determine the minimum 
transmission power that will result in a successful packet 
reception at the receiver. In this paper, we tries to give 
focus on collisions occurs as a result of other transmitters 
sending with enough power that a receiver observes more 
noise power than can be tolerated, based on the strength 
of the desired signal. Therefore, by comparing the current 
desired signal power to the total power observed from 
other sources, a receiver can calculate the amount of 
additional noise from interfering stations that can be 
tolerated. 
 

 
Fig. 3.1 Showing the Packet Transmission through the 
periodic step of acknowledgement.  

In this paper, the noise tolerance advertisement or busy 
tone is periodically pulsed by each receiver in the busy 
tone channel, where the signal strength of the pulse 
indicates the tolerance to additional noise. The packet 
handshake sequence on the data channel is RPTS-APTS-
DATA-ACK and on the busy tone channel busy tone 
pulses are periodically sent while the data is received to 
protect the data packet.  As of wireless devices need to be 
small and wireless networks are bandwidths limited, some 
of the key challenges in wireless networks are: 

a) Data Rate Enhancements. 
b) Low power networking. 
c) Security. 
d) Radio Signal Interference. 
e) System Interoperability. 

 
Algorithm for protocol Based Approach for effective 
Transmission of Packet  
 

1. Start IDLE: 
2.  do{ 
3.  handle route ad(Packet p) 
4. { 
5. for each Route r in p do 
6. handle update(r); 
7. } 
8.  Set Pr BT to max BT power observed while 

sensing 
9.  }while(no Data Generated and no RPTS 

Received) 
10.  if(Data Generated){ 
11.  Goto TX State 
12.  } 
13.  else{ 

a. handle update(Route r) { 
b. update metric(r); 
c. if (r.seq == curr[r.dest].seq && r.metric < 

curr[r.dest].metric) { 
d. curr[r.dest] = r; 
e. curr[r.dest].best time = now; 
f. schedule triggered update(r); 

14. } 
a. else if (r.seq > curr[r.dest].seq) { 

15.  Goto RX State 
16. } 
17. old[r.dest] = curr[r.dest]; 
18. curr[r.dest] = r; 
19. curr[r.dest].first time = now; 
20. curr[r.dest].best time = now; 
21.  Start TX: lookup route(IPAddress dst)
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22. // use old route if we haven‟t yet advertised 
current route 

23. if (curr[dst].first time + 2×curr[dst].wst > now) 
24. return old[dst].next hop; 
25. else 
26. return curr[dst].next hop; 
27. } 
28.  backoff = rand(1,Max backoff) ∗ aSlot Time 
29.  Set Pr BT to max BT power observed 
30.  Pt bound = min{C/Pr BT, Pt Max} 
31.  if(Pt bound < Pt Min) { 
32.  Goto START 
33.  } 
34.  Pt = Pt bound 
35.  Pn S = get noise power() 
36.  Send RPTSh SenderID, ReceiverID, Packet len, 

Pt, Pn Si on Data Channel at Pt 
37.  Wait for APTS on Data Channel 
38.  if(Time-out waiting for APTS) { 
39.  Max  backoff 
40.  Goto START 
41.  } 
42.  Pt = extract Pt desired(APTS) 
43.  if(Pt > Pt bound){ 
44.  Goto START 
45.  } 
46.  Send data at Pt on Data Channel 
47.  Wait for ACK on Data Channel 
48.  if(Time-out waiting for ACK){ 
49. Max backoff 
50.  Goto START 
51.  } 
52.  else{ 
53. Max backoff 
54.  } 
55.  Goto IDLE State 

 
In the above algorithm there are three types of variables 
used in the algorithm: fixed variables or those that store 
values determined from off-line calculations, variables that 
store measured values (primarily from the receiver), and 
variables for storing the result of calculations made from 
measured and fixed variables. 

 
3.1 Performance Evaluation 
 
In the effectiveness of packet data, this phenomenon is 
particularly evident over the 250-m connectivity range for 
data packet, as demonstrated in Figure 3.2, where the 
fraction of total packets received by destinations in five 
distance ranges (0-50, 50-100, 100-150, 150-200, and 

200-250 m) from their sources is shown for 100 flows 
sending 1, 4, 16, and 64 packets per second. A perfectly 
fair protocol would result in a linearly increasing number of 
packets sent to each range since the number of 
destinations within each range increases as 2_r, where r is 
the distance from the source node.  

 

  
Fig.3.2 Destination range distribution for 802.11 showing 
the packet Transmission  
 

The transmissions are sent at a fixed power level, there is 
less noise protection for destinations further from their 
sources, resulting in a greater number of lost packets at 
greater network loads. Therefore, at high loads the 
aggregate background noise will cause receivers that 
obtain less signal power from their corresponding 
transmitter to have more packet corruptions. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
Technology in the domain of networking is changing 
environment making things simpler. The MAC mechanisms 
for discovering the power needed to reach the intended 
destination and avoid collisions with other receivers were 
defined, and their effectiveness was tested with various 
network configurations. However, this method also limits 
the protocols ability to fully exploit the network resources. 
This is a trade that must be evaluated based on the 
constraints of the applications employed in the mobile 
network. In order to increase the optimality we need to 
reduce the number of hubs between source and 
destination. However further, these routing packets must  
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be sent over the entire transmission range such that the 
improvements in spectral reuse and energy savings of 
implementing power control. This paper leads to controlling 
the maximum transmission range that the MAC layer is 
allowed to transmit over based on the density of the 
network and location of neighboring nodes. 
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